In a previous paper [8],l asymptotic properties of the hypergeometric polynomials for large order were discussed. However, only the case 4 = p + 1 (Case I) was treated extensively. In this paper, the above polynomials for q < p and q > p + 2, designated as Cases II and III, respectively, are treated more fully. By confluence, analogous results for lower order hypergeometric polynomials and functions are deduced. In particular, a useful form of the asymptotic expansion for Bessel functions is given.
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r Numbers in square brackets pertain to references at end of paper. References l-7 are given at the end of [8] which we assume is handy to the reader. where the notation should be interpreted as in (2.1) and (2.2). Under the restriction that no 0~~ -LYE, i # j, is equal to an integer or zero, the solutions in (3.1) and (3.2) are linearly independent. This restriction can be relaxed by taking limiting forms. In general, F,(z) is equal to a linear combination of (3.1) and (3.2). In fact, under any particular set of restrictions on the parameters CY~ and A, FJz) equals one and only one of these p + 2 solutions; e.g., F&4 = (n + hn pm;q(2) (n + lLm ' (3.3) if some one CL, is a negative integer, -0~~~ < n, A is not a negative integer, F,(z) = (n +l1)& e)(+ (3.4) if no czt is a negative integer, h is a negative integer, 2n > -A, etc. We remark that although the -Ep',"~,q(z), &$r'(z), and &'i*'(x) are descending series in z, the way tl appears makes them suitable for computation for large n. For the purposes of asymptotic equivalence for large n, one permits all solutions to appear, and writes for q < p, 6
(3.5)
where the connecting constants of the various solutions are those values which hold in the particular situation when F,(z) equals exactly that solution.
Then the dominant term of (3.5) under any set of conditions is that solution to which F,(z) is equal exactly.
If p > q, (3.5) is suitable for computational purposes for large II. However, if p = 4, the (in general) dominant term .iYilJ(z) converges very slowly and we note that in this case, 3+,) = (1 + p,,)n (-4" ,!+F.u+l(;" ;yp; _ n _ olo 1 -;) ,
as can be shown by elementary series manipulation. As before, the notation (n + pp) should be interpreted as nip=, (n + pi), and similar remarks hold for (n -1 + 4, (dn, and (1 + PJ,-Equation (3.5) holds for all z except at the singular points zero and infinity, as n -+ 00. For fixed n and variable x, we require 1 .z ( >, 0( 1) to insure that the correction terms remain small.
Finally, we note that by confluence, and that confluences on the Yi"',":i,,(z) terms in (3.5) can be carried out in a similar manner. By p + 1 -q such confluences, we drop from Case II to Case I, and by comparison of the L?p'd;l:,,+l( .a terms, we see the consistency ) of our choice of the connecting constants B,, t = 1, 2, ..., p, in (2.5).
IV. CASE III, q > p + 2, ND = n(n + A) Setting /3 = q -p + 1, our development for p > 3 is similar to Case I (/I = 2). F,(z) obeys a differential equation, (1.8), of order M = p + /I. The Ytpa":$,,J z ) f unctions defined in (3.1) are p formal, descending series in z solutions of (1.8). Although in general they are divergent, they serve as asymptotic expansions for large z to valid solutions of (1.8), and as mentioned before, are suitable for computation if n is large. The confluence argument at the end of Section III indicates that the &?~;&(z) solutions and their connecting constants for F,(z) are independent of the case number. The lead terms of the exponential asymptotic expansions of the remaining M -p = fl solutions around infinity are computed by the formal procedure given in Thus the asymptotic representation for the polynomials ,+rF,(;~;~' I .z) may be derived from the corresponding results for v+pF&~;~+i*a~ 1 a) except in the case when p = q which can be treated directly by the methods used in [8] .
We now treat the case q = p + 1 explicitly. Replacing z by xi(n + A) corresponds to replacing 0 by {zj(n + h)}1;9 {I + O(kl)} in (2.5). Since the lead constants of (2.5) are only asymptotic in nature for terms t O(N-*) and higher, one considers I~'~-'~~J/' J .'!,+i TnL n+h t--j h(m+1j,2 dt instead of lim,, Nl-Tp,&qn + A)l'") in the notation of (2.5) and (1.20). Thus and the notation in (6.2) is interpreted to make sense, i.e., r(or,) stands for D3t, r(~~) and the denominator parameters of the hypergeometric functions on the right-hand side of (6.2) are (1 + CQ + n) and (1 + CQ -q), 0' = 1, *.., P, i # t). As usual (6.2) holds for all fixed z as n + a except at the singular points zero and infinity, and along the negative real axis. If n is fixed and z is allowed to vary, additional restrictions must be put on .Z to insure that the correction terms remain small.
Just as in Section V, the values of x at which B+lFD+l(~~;a~ 1 Z) takes on its zeros and relative extrema can be related to the zeros of cettain Bessel functions, and this in conjunction with (6.2) generalizes known results, see [16] and [17] .
Treating (2.7) in a similar fashion, and using the same notations as in (6.2), we have Also, in terms of (7.7), the asymptotic expansions of other Bessel functions can be written by altering the connecting constants, e.g., \L'e remark that (7.6) and (7.10) hold for all v as z ---f ~0, 1 arg .a / < n -E, E > 0. However, if z is held fixed one needs the additional restriction 1 v 1 < 1 z 1 on x for the correction terms of (7.6) and (7.10) to remain small. Inverting the series B,. 
